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A B S T R A C T   

Denitrification in soil is a challenging process to quantify under in situ conditions, which seriously hampers the 
ability to accurately close or balance the nitrogen budget of terrestrial ecosystems. The 15N Gas Flux method is 
one of the best-suited techniques for in situ measurement of denitrification. Using a stable 15N-NO3

- tracer injected 
or applied on the surface of soil under a closed static chamber, this method enables the measurement of both N2O 
and N2 denitrification fluxes. Its main limitation is the poor sensitivity towards N2 emissions, which is a common 
weakness of all denitrification measurement methods. We also have identified four assumptions upon which this 
technique relies to be accurate: 1) homogenous distribution of the tracer inside the confined soil volume, 2) 
absence of hybrid molecule forming processes, 3) quantitative recovery of produced denitrification products 
inside the flux chamber headspace (no diffusive losses) and 4) no stimulatory impact of nitrate tracer and water 
additions on the dynamics of the denitrification process. In this review, we revisit the principles of the 15N Gas 
Flux method, explore its evolution through time and assess the impact of the four assumptions through literature 
compilation and simulation. Finally, we elaborate and discuss key technical aspects of this method to help the 
reader in understanding and optimally applying the 15N Gas Flux method for the measurement of denitrification. 
To this end, a decision tree has been implemented at the end of this study. 

The outcome of our review shows that in order to address the main limitation of the 15N Gas Flux method 
(poor N2 sensitivity), a hybrid approach using an artificial N2-depleted atmosphere in addition to 15N isotopic 
tracer is a promising lead, although only a few studies have used it so far (even less so in the field). In particular, 
we demonstrate here the existence of a threshold of 10% atmospheric N2 concentration background below which 
the sensitivity increases significantly. We also show that the four assumptions mentioned above are unlikely to be 
fully met under field conditions. The non-homogenous distribution of the 15N tracer in soil has been shown by 
various authors to cause a 25% underestimation of the rate of denitrification at maximum. Through simulation, 
we show here that the presence of hybrid molecules should have a moderate impact on total fluxes (N2 or N2O 
similarly) as long as they contribute for no more than 50% of the total emissions (at which point they cause a 
12.5% overestimation). The underestimation of denitrification due to subsoil diffusion, which has been reported 
to be as high as 37%, remains a challenge to quantify. Finally, the impact of substrate isotopic tracer and water 
additions on a hypothetical stimulation of the denitrification process needs further validation. Overall, our 
findings show that this method still holds a substantial promise for a more accurate quantification of in situ 
denitrification whilst considering the recommended mitigation of the methodological weaknesses in future 
research.   
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1. Introduction 

Denitrification is defined as the sequential reduction of soil nitrate 
(NO3

− ) through microbial respiration under anoxic or suboxic condi-
tions. This nitrate is firstly transformed into nitrite (NO2

− ), then into 
gaseous nitric oxide (NO), gaseous nitrous oxide (N2O) and finally into 
dinitrogen gas (N2) through microbial redox reactions. In soil, denitri-
fication is considered one of the major pathways of reactive nitrogen (N) 
removal, which is of particular importance for agricultural lands 
receiving large inputs of N fertilizer (Lassaletta. et al., 2014). The last 
intermediate of this sequential reaction is N2O, which is a greenhouse 
gas 298 times more potent in inducing global warming than CO2 over a 
100-year period (IPCC, 2013); and which is also involved in the deple-
tion of the ozone layer (Ravishankara et al., 2009). Denitrification has 
the ambiguous role of being both the only natural sink for respiratory 
reduction of N2O into N2 and a source of N2O itself through incomplete 
denitrification. It is thus of primary importance to fully characterize this 
process and in particular the last step of the sequence, the reduction of 
N2O into N2. However, several difficulties have prevented scientists 
from accurately measuring denitrification for more than a century now 
(Almaraz et al., 2020). First, the large temporal and spatial variabilities 
of this process render it difficult to measure, and then model, global soil 
denitrification rates (Groffman and Tiedje, 1989; Seitzinger et al., 
2006). Secondly, in situ measurements are hampered by technical 
complications; the biggest of which being undoubtedly the quantifica-
tion of small N2 denitrification fluxes against the high atmospheric N2 
background. Scientists have been working on developing methods to 
overcome this challenge and today, three techniques are mainly used to 
measure denitrification rates from soil (Well et al., 2019a); the 15N Gas 
Flux method (15NGF), the He/O2 Gas Flow Soil Core method (He/O2 
GFSC) and the Acetylene Inhibition Technique (AIT). The 15NGF uses a 
stable isotopic tracer (15NO3

− ) to quantify denitrification by monitoring 
the 15N signature of the soil-evolved N2 (and N2O) using Isotope Ratio 
Mass Spectrometry (IRMS). The He/O2 GFSC uses a gas-tight incubation 
system under laboratory conditions to remove atmospheric N2 so that 
the soil-evolved N2 can be measured via gas chromatography (GC). 
Finally, the AIT is an indirect method of measurement which uses 

gaseous acetylene (C2H2) to block the N2O reductase enzyme of deni-
trifier microbes, preventing them from reducing N2O into N2. Total 
denitrification is then determined by measuring N2O emissions. This last 
technique has been widely used because of its simplicity and low cost, 
however, it has now become unpopular due to several limitations 
(Saggar et al., 2013). In particular, it has been shown that acetylene 
catalyses the oxidation of NO, causing a “scavenging” of NO and thus 
inhibiting the sequence of denitrification (Bollmann and Conrad, 1997; 
Nadeem et al., 2013). Furthermore, acetylene has an inhibitory effect on 
nitrification (which converts NH4

+ into NO3
− ), leading to a decrease of the 

denitrification substrate in soil (Seitzinger et al., 1993). Finally, it has 
been shown that acetylene only partially inhibits the reduction of N2O to 
N2 (Simarmata et al., 1993; Yu et al., 2010). Overall, the use of the AIT 
leads to an unpredictable underestimation of denitrification. Laboratory 
studies (Yu et al., 2010) as well as field studies (Sgouridis et al., 2016) 
compared the AIT to 15N tracer techniques and found significantly lower 
denitrification rates when using the AIT. The He/O2 GFSC offers accu-
rate measurements (Butterbach-Bahl et al., 2002; Cárdenas et al., 2003; 
Wang et al., 2013; Loick et al., 2016), but its need for a sophisticated 
gas-tight incubation system limits its use to laboratory studies only. The 
sensitivity of this method is also generally low and depends on the 
ability to reduce the atmospheric N2 concentration (Friedl et al., 2020). 
Denitrification being complexly linked to its microenvironment, it is 
highly desirable to measure it in situ; and the 15NGF is considered today 
the most viable method for this. Nonetheless, it also has key limitations 
and relies on certain assumptions that cannot always be met, tested or 
validated; inevitably causing biases in the estimation of denitrification. 
In particular, we identified the poor sensitivity towards N2 emissions 
due to the very high atmospheric N2 background as being the main 
limitation of this technique. Similarly, we identified four main as-
sumptions upon which this method relies: 1) homogenous distribution of 
the label in soil leading to the formation of a single isotopic pool in 
equilibrium, 2) absence of hybrid molecule forming processes, 3) 
quantitative recovery of produced denitrification products in the flux 
chamber (no diffusive losses) and 4) no stimulatory impacts of tracer 
and water additions on the dynamics of the denitrification process. 
These assumptions are explained and detailed in this review and are in 

Table 1 
Different existing 15N techniques for denitrification measurement, as reviewed by Myrold (1990) with further refinements and references.  

Technique Principle Pro Cons Further reference 

Variations in natural 
15N abundance 

Studying the isotopic composition of 
soil N products. The different reactions 
of the N cycle will slightly discriminate 
between14N and15N atoms. 

Does not require 
expensive15N tracer 
Can discriminate origins of 
N2O. 

Sensitive to temperature changes and C 
additions. 
Different pathways of N 
transformations have their own isotopic 
signature, making interpretation 
difficult. 

Zaman et al. (2021 see chapter 7),  
Lewicka-Sczczebak et al. (2020b). 

15N-labelled 
fertilizers in mass 
balance studies 

Classic mass balance approach but the 
use of15N isotopes allows for a better 
sensitivity. 

Integrates biological 
activity over space and 
time. 
Can easily be adapted to 
large plots in the field. 

Difficulties to budget accurately the 
different15N pools, to design proper 
boundaries when in field. 
The use of microplots is not so accurate 
in fields. 
Accumulation of additive errors. 

Meyer et al. (1989). 

15NO3 Isotope 
Dilution and N 
cycle process 
models 

Application of15N-NO3 tracer and 
following the NO3 concentration and 
its15N abundance. 

Integrative in time and 
space and in estimating 
rates of other N cycle 
processes. 

Assumes that the rate of nitrification 
and denitrification are constant. 
If the previous hypothesis is not true, 
this method requires a more difficult 
algebraic model. 
Only consider denitrification as NO3 

transformation and thus does not take 
in account immobilization, leaching, 
plant uptake and DNRA. 

Müller et al. (2014). 

Direct measurements 
of 15N2 and 15N2O 
evolution 

15NGF method and alternative versions. See this study. See this study. See this study. 

15N isotopic dilution Creating a15N enriched atmosphere and 
monitor its dilution as denitrification 
occurs. 

Less disruptive to the soil 
and easily moved from 
location to location in the 
field. 

Assumes that rate of denitrification is 
constant and that no N2 is fixed. 
Not a good sensitivity. 

Yang et al. (2011) and Well and 
Butterbach-Bahl (2013) 
“Comments on Yang et al. study of 
(2011)”.  
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good accordance with those identified in the recent study of Friedl et al. 
(2020). The other limitations identified by Friedl et al. (2020) are 
included in the technical challenges of this study (part 4). The 15NGF is 
not the only existing 15N tracer technique for the measurement of 
denitrification, Myrold (1990) made a review about all the existing ones 
(which are summed up in Table 1 along with analytical improvements 
and developments in recent years). However, the 15NGF is currently the 
most widely used one for application in soil. It is thus important to 
revisit its history and explain its fundamental concepts, key hypotheses, 
further refinements over time and its accuracy in light of assumptions 
and recent advances in measurements under field conditions, which is 
the purpose of this study. Furthermore, this study suggests further di-
rections via which to address the main limitations of the 15NGF and 
fine-tune it for more accurate and robust measurements. Such an 
approach is imperative to resolve the enigma of accurate quantification 
of denitrification in soil. 

1.1. Evolution of the 15NGF 

The use of a 15N stable isotopic tracer for studying N transformations 
in soil started in the middle of the 1950’s (Wijler and Delwiche, 1954; 
Hauck and Melsted, 1956). In particular, Hauck and Melsted (1956) 
added a 15N-enirched nitrate solution to soil incubated under laboratory 
conditions. As this enriched nitrate was denitrified, gaseous 15N-labelled 
N2 was emitted and mixed with atmospheric N2 (present at natural 15N 
abundance ~0.37%). Hauck et al. (1958) used these data to show that 
the isotopic rate of exchange between 15N and 14N atoms was too slow to 
generate an isotopic equilibrium between the atmospheric and deni-
trifying pools. In other words, emitted and atmospheric N2 molecules 
don’t exchange 15N isotopes at an appreciable rate, preventing the for-
mation of a single isotopic pool in equilibrium (see part 2 of this study 
for further details). Using this property, it was possible to quantify the 
fluxes of denitrification and thus, the 15NGF method was created (Hauck 
et al., 1958; Hauck and Bouldin, 1961). However, this technique was not 
popular at that time for several reasons. Firstly, compared to other 15N 
tracer techniques (see Table 1), it requires large amounts of expensive 
and highly labelled tracer as well as complex gas handling and mass 
spectrometric techniques (Arah et al., 1993). Inversely, the AIT 
approach being cheaper and easier to use was preferred and saw an 
explosion of its use in the 1970’s (Myrold, 1990). The unpopularity of 
the 15NGF at that time can also be explained by the fact that triple 
collector IRMS, which can measure two ratios at the same time 
(contrarily to a double-collector IRMS), were only commercially avail-
able in the 1980’s (Mulvaney, 1984). Triple collector IRMS are partic-
ularly convenient to study denitrification since N2 and N2O both require 
two measured ratios (see part 2.2 of this study). Finally, further studies 
were necessary to fully develop this method. 

In the 1980’s and 1990’s, the 15NGF saw a renewed interest thanks to 
numerous experimental and theoretical publications. It began with the 
work of Siegel et al. (1982) who reported a detection limit of 5 g N2-N 
ha− 1 day− 1 using highly enriched 15N label and newer mass spectrom-
eters, where previous studies reported a detection limit from 100 to 1 
000 g N2-N ha− 1 day− 1 (Myrold, 1990; citing Focht and Stolzy, 1978; 
Rolston et al., 1978; Rolston et al., 1982). At the same time, Mulvaney 
and Kurtz (1982) presented a new method that enabled the measure-
ment of N2O production with the 15NGF. It was then possible to estimate 
simultaneously fluxes of N2 and N2O using a single method, which was 
of great convenience. At this point, the theory of the 15NGF was also 
investigated more deeply. New equations were derived by Mulvaney 
(1984) and further refined by Mulvaney and Boast (1986) to quantify 
denitrification. In 1988, a four-part series of articles critically evaluated 
the theory and assumptions of the 15NGF method, especially the hy-
pothesis that soil forms a sole isotopic pool after tracer injection (Boast 
et al., 1988; Vanden Heuvel et al., 1988; Mulvaney, 1988 and Mulvaney 
and Vanden Heuvel, 1988; see part 3.1 of this study for further details). 
It was followed by the work of Arah (1992) who derived new equations 

to measure denitrification rates and then proposed a model for appor-
tioning the sources of N2O using the 15NGF method (Arah, 1997; see part 
2.3 of this study). This model was later used and refined by Bergsma 
et al. (2001). Finally, it is worth mentioning that Laughlin and Stevens 
(2003) proved that 15N labelled N2 and N2O could be stored in 12 mL 
Extainer® vials (Labco Ltd, U.K.) without any change of the 15N 
enrichment. They even developed a model to account for diffusive los-
ses, enabling a safe storage for 50 weeks. All this progress explains why 
the 15NGF has increasingly become more popular at the start of the 
2000’s up to now (Stevens et al., 1997; Clough et al., 2001; Stevens and 
Laughlin 2002; Laughlin and Stevens 2002; Ruser et al., 2006; Cuhel 
et al., 2010; Baily et al., 2012; McGeough et al., 2012; Sgouridis and 
Ullah, 2015; Buchen et al., 2016; Krause et al., 2017; Deppe et al., 2017; 
Liu et al., 2022; amongst others). 

The latest and most promising progress for the 15NGF, is surely the 
use of a hybrid method. Indeed, as will be shown later in this study (part 
4.2), the use of isotopes alone does not always guarantee a detection of 
denitrification fluxes. Thus, some studies have tried combining the 
15NGF method with the He/O2 GFSC. The aim is to use 15N isotopes 
under a N2-depleted atmosphere, which highly increases the limit of 
detection. Early work of Spott et al. (2006) reported a detection limit of 
4 μg N2-N m− 2 h− 1 or (0.96 g N2-N ha− 1 day− 1). Although more 
expensive and more difficult to use, a small number of studies have used 
this hybrid method in the laboratory (Meyer et al., 2010; Scheer et al., 
2016; Lewicka-Szczebak et al., 2017; Lewicka-Szczebak and Well, 
2020a; Kemmann et al., 2021). 

Recently, Well et al. (2019a) and Buchen-Tschiskale et al. (2023) 
brought this hybrid technique to the field and successfully measured 
denitrification with a sensitivity as low as 0.5 g N-(N2+N2O) ha− 1 day− 1. 

Other recent progresses on the 15NGF include a simulation designed 
to account for diffusive losses (Well et al., 2019b; see part 3.3 of this 
study) and an evaluation of different tracer addition approaches (Lew-
icka-Szczebak and Well, 2020a) for both in situ and laboratory 
measurements. 

Denitrification is still challenging to measure currently but after 
almost 70 years of development, the 15NGF remains the most robust 
technique for its evaluation in situ. 

2. Theory of the 15NGF 

The principle of the 15NGF consists of applying a 15NO3
− tracer into 

soil incubated under a gas tight vessel and measuring the abundance of 
15N atoms in both denitrified N2 and N2O inside the headspace of the 
vessel. For in situ measurements, a chamber is usually fitted over a collar 
of confined 15N-labelled soil volume. Laboratory incubations typically 
take place in sealed jars. Because of the already present N2 and N2O 
molecules in the atmosphere (with their natural 15N abundance), 
equations had to be derived to discriminate the emitted fluxes of ni-
trogen (either N2 or N2O). 

2.1. Isotopic equilibrium of the pools 

We will only study the case of N2 to illustrate the concept of pool at 
isotopic equilibrium here (but similar relations exist for N2O). In the 
studied system, there are two pools contributing to the mix of N2 mol-
ecules, the atmosphere where the molecules have a natural 15N abun-
dance (aa ≈ 0.37%) and the emitted molecules from the soil denitrifying 
pool. The denitrifying pool emits N2 molecules with a 15N abundance 
(ap) that depends on the enrichment level and quantity of tracer injec-
ted. When a pool is at isotopic equilibrium, the distribution of an isotope 
YX within the molecules of this pool will follow a binomial law according 
to the abundance ap of this isotope in the considered pool. This means 
that the probability to find k YX isotopes in the n atoms of X inside a 
molecule equals: 
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p
( [ YX

])
=

(
n
k

)

ap
k( 1 − ap

)n− k [1a]  

ap =
number of isotopes YX present in the pool

total number of atoms X in the pool
[1b]  

where [YX] is the number of YX isotopes inside a molecule containing n 
atoms of X. 

In particular, for N2 containing two N atoms, a pool with a 15N 
abundance ap will have the following distribution of isotopologues 
(molecules with same atomic identity but different isotope 
composition): 

%28N2 =
(
1 − ap

)2 [2a]  

%29N2 = 2× ap ×
(
1 − ap

)
[2b]  

%30N2 =
(
ap
)2 [2c] 

For example, considering that after tracer addition the incubated soil 
is at isotopic equilibrium and has an abundance ap = 20% of 15N atoms, 
the distribution will be 64%, 32% and 4% of 28N2, 29N2 and 30N2 
respectively. This ideal distribution assumes that no isotopic discrimi-
nation occurs during production of N2O and its reduction to N2. In 
theory, this hypothesis is not true due to equilibrium and kinetic isotope 
effects. Indeed, lightest atoms tend to react faster and thus, 14N atoms 
will react preferentially, inducing a discrimination (also called isotopic 
fractionation) in favour of the lightest isotopologue (28N2). However, the 
ideal distribution is experimentally a good approximation (Cho and 
Sakdinan, 1978) especially when using highly enriched 15N nitrate. 

2.2. Equations for N2 flux determination 

Since Hauck et al. (1958) demonstrated that no isotopic exchange 
occurs at an appreciable rate between atmospheric N2 and emitted N2, 
the mix is therefore in a non-equilibrium state with two pools of 
different isotopologue distributions. Knowing these distributions, two 
main sets of equations were derived as shown below: 

2.2.1. The Mulvaney & Boast model 
This model was clearly established for both double and triple col-

lector IRMS by Mulvaney (1984) with some mathematical approxima-
tions. It was later refined by Mulvaney and Boast (1986) without any 
approximations. Although it was shown that the simplified equations 
only induce a significant error when the tracer enrichment in the soil is 
lower than 20%, only the model without simplification will be consid-
ered here. These equations are based on the work of Hauck and Bouldin 
(1961) and use the differences of the R29 and R30 ratios of N2 before 
and after soil incubation following 15N tracer addition. For an IRMS with 
a triple collector, R29 is the ratio of 29N2 to 28N2 and R30 is the ratio of 
30N2 to 28N2. Hence: 

R290 =
29N2 atmosphere
28N2 atmosphere

(before incubation) [3a]  

R29t =
29N2 atmosphere +

29N2 denitrified
28N2 atmosphere + 28N2 denitrified

(after incubation) [3b]  

ΔR29=R29t − R290 [3c] 

Dividing the top and bottom parts of the R29t ratio by the total 
amount of N2 and using the above-mentioned distribution of iso-
topologues (equations [2a] to [2c]) enable to rewrite R29t as: 

R29t =
(1 − d)

(
%29N2 atmosphere

)
+ d(%29N2 denitrified

)

(1 − d)
(
%28N2 atmosphere

)
+ d(%28N2 denitrified

) [3d]  

R29t =
(1 − d)[2aa(1 − aa)] + d

[
2ap

(
1 − ap

)]

(1 − d)(1 − aa)
2
+ d

(
1 − ap

)2 [3e]  

where d is the proportion of N2 that derives from denitrification, 

d=
N2 denitrified

N2 denitrified + N2 atmosphere
[3f] 

Similar equations exist for R30. 
Note that ap and aa have been used here for the 15N abundance of the 

soil denitrifying pool and of the atmosphere respectively, rather than 
15XN and γ as in Mulvaney and Boast (1986) to keep a consistent 
nomenclature. 

The authors then isolate ap from these equations to determine d with 
the following equations: 

ap =
− B+

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
B2 − 4AC

√

2A
[3g]  

where, 

A= 1 − 2aa + 2(1 − aa)
ΔR30
ΔR29

[3h]  

B= 2aa
2 − 2

(
1 − aa

2)ΔR30
ΔR29

[3i]  

C= 2aa(1 − aa)
ΔR30
ΔR29

− aa
2 [3j] 

And finally, 

d=
ΔR29(1 − aa)

2

2(1− ap)(ap − aa)
(1− aa)

+ ΔR29(1 − aa)
2
− ΔR29

(
1 − ap

)2
[3k] 

Technically, the ratio d is defined for a number of molecules (in mol), 
but under the headspace of an incubation vessel of constant volume, it is 
possible to express the concentration of soil-evolved N2 by: 

[N2]denitrified =
d

1 − d
[N2]atm [3l]  

where, [N2]denitrified is the concentration of denitrified N2 (ppm), [N2]atm 
is the concentration of atmospheric N2 (ppm). 

This concentration is also given by: 

[N2]denitrified = d[N2]total [3m]  

where, [N2]total is the total concentration of N2 after incubation (deni-
trified + atmosphere, in ppm). 

Since the total N2 concentration does not vary significantly after 
denitrification (typically 10− 8 < d < 10− 4), some authors have also 
calculated the quantity of evolved N2 as: 

[N2]denitrified = d[N2]atm [3n]  

which is a good approximation to the result given with equation [3l] 
since (1 − d) ≈ 1. 

2.2.2. The Arah model 
A second set of equations has been derived by Arah (1992). These 

equations are based on a mixing model of the 15N pools (denitrified and 
atmospheric) rather than a difference before and after incubation. These 
equations have been rewritten by Russow et al. (1996) and later by Spott 
et al. (2006). The latter version is the most commonly used and is the 
one presented here. 

Again, soil is incubated in an isolation vessel which encloses the 
native atmosphere inside it. Initially, the 15N abundance in the head-
space of the vessel is the natural 15N abundance aa. After the duration of 
the incubation, it will change due to the denitrification of the soil 15N- 
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NO3
- to a new abundance am, given by: 

am =(1 − d)× aa + d × ap [4a]  

where we denote again ap to be the enrichment of the soil denitrifying 
pool while d is still the proportion of N2 that derives from denitrification 
(see equation [3f]). am and aa can be calculated as: 

am =
R29 + 2R30

2(1 + R29 + R30)
(after incubation) [4b]  

aa =
R29 + 2R30

2(1 + R29 + R30)
(before incubation) [4c] 

The same mixing equation can be used for the proportion of 30N2. Let 
us call αi the proportion of 30N2 (see equation [2c]) in the pool i: 

Table 2 
Simulation of a mix between atmospheric and denitrified N2.  

Atmosphere 

Number of molecules aa 
28N2 

29N2 
30N2   

8.39E+22 0.3663% 8.33E+22 6.13E+20 1.13E+18   

Denitrification 

Number of molecules ap 
28N2 

29N2 
30N2   

4.20E+18 50% 1.05E+18 2.1E+18 1.05E+18   

Mix 
28N2 

29N2 
30N2 R29(0) R29t R30(0) R30t 

8.33E+22 6.15E+20 2.18E+18 7.35E-03 7.38E-03 1.35E-05 2.61E-05 

Mulvaney & Boast 

ΔR29 ΔR30 A B C 15XN (ap) d 
2.51E-05 1.26E-05 1.99 − 1.00 3.65E-03 50% 5.00E-05 

Arah 

am αm ap d    
3.69E-03 2.59E-05 50% 5.00E-05    

Simulation of a 4L chamber, considering isotopic equilibrium of atmospheric and soil denitrifying pools, as well as atmospheric pressure inside the chamber and the 
ideal gas law. A coefficient d equal to 5.10− 5 has been set for this simulation. The “Atmosphere” and “Denitrification” lines at the top contain the data used for the 
simulation. Mulvaney and Boast (1986) and Arah (1992) models both yielded the correct results. This simulation also enables to better apprehend the difference in 
order of magnitude between the quantities of denitrified and atmospheric N2. See parts 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 of this study for explanations of the calculated coefficients. 

Fig. 1. Measured 15N enrichment of the soil denitrifying pool for different 15N enrichment targets (20, 30, 40 or 50%), calculated using either the Arah (red) or 
Mulvaney & Boast (blue) equations during one of our laboratory experiments (unpublished results). The mean of each series is represented by a large point in the 
middle of the associated box. 
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αm =(1 − d)× αa + d × αp [4d]  

Where i has been replaced with:  

• m for the mix (atmospheric N2 + denitrified N2).  
• a for the atmospheric pool.  
• p for the denitrifying pool. 

One can calculate αm as: 

αm =
R30

1 + R29 + R30
(after incubation) [4e] 

Using the binomial distribution, the authors isolate quantities ap and 
d by: 

ap =
αm − aaam

am − aa
[4f]  

d=
am − aa

ap − aa
[4g] 

The concentration of evolved N2 inside the incubation vessel is then 
calculated similarly to the model of Mulvaney & Boast (equations [3l] to 
[3n]). 

2.2.3. Discussion and further refinements 
Theoretically, both systems of equations are valid. They indeed give 

the same and correct results when simulating a mix of two pools at 
isotopic equilibrium. This can be seen in Table 2 which simulates a mix 
of atmospheric N2 and denitrified N2 in a 4 L chamber, considering at-
mospheric pressure and assuming ideal gas law. However, different re-
sults will be obtained depending on which model is used on real 
experimental data. It is difficult to predict a priori which system will be 
the most accurate. During one of our laboratory incubations (unpub-
lished data), we compared both models of calculation on N2O emissions 
(which can also be calculated via the two models but for which 

sensitivity is higher, see part 2.3 of this study). The experiment consisted 
of adding different amounts of 15NO3

− tracer to the same soil mix to 
target a 20, 30, 40 or 50% 15N enrichment of the soil denitrifying pool. 
Fig. 1 shows boxplots of the observed enrichments for each treatment (6 
replica, 6 h of incubation) calculated using the two sets of equations. 

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that using the same raw data, the two 
systems of calculation yielded different results. Paired student-t tests for 
each enrichment showed that these systems were statistically different. 
It is also interesting to note that in exactly each case, the calculated 15N 
enrichment with the Arah model was strictly superior to the one 
calculated with the Mulvaney & Boast model. After 24 h, the two models 
were very comparable, with the Arah model being on average only 
2.22% higher. But overall, the Mulvaney & Boast model seems to be 
closer to the targeted enrichment and to have a smaller variability (full 
study to be published). Ideally, further data would be needed to confirm 
this trend. 

It can also be noted that R30 data are often below the limit of 
detection of the instrument and difficult to read (see parts 4.2 and 4.3 of 
this study), which makes both systems of calculation difficult to use. To 
solve this issue, Spott et al. (2006) derived an equation from the Arah 
model that solely uses R29 (after incubation) data. Thus, d can be 
calculated as: 

d=
1

1 −
R29(1− ap)

2
− 2ap(1− ap)

R29(1− aa)2 − 2aa(1− aa)

[5a] 

This equation is a rewritten version of equation [3k] from the Mul-
vaney and Boast (1986) model. However, it requires the user to know 
the degree of enrichment of the soil denitrifying pool ap which cannot be 
determined with R29 data alone. A useful tip is to use the enrichment 
calculated from the N2O data (see part 2.3 of this study) and hypothesize 
that N2O and N2 have the same degree of 15N enrichment. This is a 
reasonable assumption since they both originate from the same deni-
trifying pool, but it could be biased due to heterogeneity of 15N label 
application and denitrification dynamics (Zaman et al., 2021, chapter 

Fig. 2. Composition of total N2O after incubation. The labelling of the nitrate pool enables the contribution of the denitrification sources (white box) to be 
determined against the other sources of N2O (grey boxes). 
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7.2.6.2). However, the isotopic data for N2O are usually much easier to 
read since the atmospheric background of N2O is considerably lower 
(~0.330 ppmv, part per million volumetric). In some cases, if the N2O 
data cannot be used either (e.g. low N2O emissions), it is possible to 
estimate the 15N enrichment of the soil denitrifying pool ap by 
measuring the 15N enrichment of the soil nitrate aNO3 (as in Kulkarni 
et al., 2014). In theory, ap and aNO3 should be similar, but this is 
generally not the case due to the dynamics of denitrification in soil, 
heterogeneity of the label application and dilution of the label by 
nitrification (Buchen et al., 2016; Deppe et al., 2017; Lewicka-Szczebak 
and Well, 2020a; Friedl et al., 2020; Zaman et al., 2021, chapter 
7.2.6.2). This is why ap is more generally referred as the “15N enrich-
ment of the NO3

− pool undergoing denitrification” and why it needs to be 
recalculated before the coefficient d. 

Although the atmospheric R29 and R30 ratios are supposedly con-
stant, it is recommended to make measurements at t = 0 for improved 
accuracy. Thus, for the model of Mulvaney and Boast (1986), it is 
probably best to recalculate the 15N abundance of atmosphere aa just as 
in the model of Arah (equation [4c]) rather than using the average 
natural 15N abundance: 

aa =
R29 + 2R30

2(1 + R29 + R30)
(t= 0) [5b] 

In the case of the Spott et al. (2006) equation using only R29 
(equation [5a]), one can recalculate the atmospheric 15N abundance aa 
as: 

aa =
R29

2 + R29
(t= 0) [5c] 

Finally, the two-pool model can be biased if other sources of N2 
production are present. If a third source comes from an unlabelled soil 
pool and is at isotopic equilibrium, then this dinitrogen is produced at 
natural 15N abundance with the same isotopologue distribution as the 
atmospheric N2. Hence, a two-pool model is still applicable considering 
that one of the two pools is the sum of (atmosphere + third source). 

The production of hybrid N2 could however bias the calculations as 
shown in section 3.2. 

2.3. Methods for determination of N2O 

The total concentration of N2O can be monitored with GC mea-
surements however, the complementary use of the 15NGF enables 
measurement of the purely denitrified N2O contribution, allowing for 
source partitioning. If hybrid processes are omitted (see part 3.2), the 
composition of total measured N2O after incubation can be represented 
as shown in Fig. 2 (Bremner, 1997; Wrage et al., 2001; Zou et al., 2014). 

The concentration of atmospheric N2O is assumed to stay constant 
during the incubation and is given by a GC measurement at t =
0 (although it can theoretically be reduced to N2 via denitrification). 

The source partitioning with the use of the 15NGF enables discrimi-
nation between nitrate-derived N2O and the other sources (see Fig. 2). 
Nitrification is most likely the biggest of these additional sources of N2O, 
thus we will distinguish “denitrification” and “nitrification” as sources 
of N2O from soil for the labelled and unlabelled pools respectively (after 
subtraction of atmospheric N2O). It can be added that theoretically, 
some of the 15N tracer applied as nitrate can be transformed into 
ammonium through dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium 
(DNRA) and then be emitted as N2O through nitrification, thus biasing 
the source partitioning. This is however unlikely to cause a significant 
error during the course of an incubation experiment. 

The measurement of denitrified N2O enables quantification of two 
important parameters of denitrification, which are: 

The proportion of emitted N2O that originates from denitrification 
(source partitioning), 

%N2Odenitrified =
N2Odenitrified

N2Oemitted
[6a] 

and the proportion of denitrification products emitted as N2O 
(product ratio), 

RN2O =
N2Odenitrified

N2 denitrified + N2Odenitrified
[6b] 

These quantities are probably better characterized by using fluxes 
calculated from different time step measurements, rather than just the 
concentration after one time step. However, using multiple time steps 
for the 15NGF can be rather expensive. 

Using the 15NGF method to measure denitrified N2O allows the ac-
curate determination of the product ratio (equation [6b]), since both 
N2O and N2 have been measured with the same technique. For example, 
if the denitrifying pool is not uniformly labelled, N2 emissions will be 
underestimated (see part 3.1 of this study). Assuming that N2O derives 
from the same soil mineral pool as N2, the amount of emitted N2O from 
denitrification will be underestimated in the same way and thus the 
denitrification product ratio will be determined more accurately 
(Bergsma et al., 2001). Furthermore, if the N2O emitted by denitrifica-
tion does derive from the same mineral pool as N2, then it will have the 
same 15N abundance (Arah, 1997). Using the 15NGF for N2O measure-
ment then offers an independent determination of the soil 15N abun-
dance ap (Bergsma et al., 2001) and is useful to determine N2 flux 
without R30 data (see part 2.2.3 of this study). Partitioning the sources 
of N2O is also possible by studying the position of naturally abundant 
15N isotopes in the N2O molecules (Yoshida and Toyoda, 2000; Yu et al., 
2020), however, more potential exists in the use of 15N tracer (Stevens 
et al., 1997). 

The first analyses of N2O using 15N isotopes were performed between 
the 1970’s and the 1980’s (Guiraud and Berlier, 1970; Cho and Sak-
dinan, 1978; Focht et al., 1979, 1980). The 15N isotope was used to 
discriminate CO2 from N2O since they both have an atomic mass of 44. 
Thus, the determination of emitted N2O was made from the measure-
ments at m/z 45 and 46 (Cho and Sakdinan, 1978). However, mass 
spectrometers at that time were not really designed for measurements at 
those values and the presence of natural oxygen isotopes complicated 
the measurements both for CO2 and N2O (Mulvaney and Kurtz, 1982). 
Mulvaney and Kurtz (1982) developed another method involving the 
dilution of denitrified N2O with a known amount of N2 at natural 15N 
abundance. They then reduced the N2O gas into N2, leading to a 
two-pool system easily resolved with the equations previously derived 
for N2. Work from Stevens et al. (1993) represents the first attempt to 
directly quantify the amount of evolved N2O through the ratios m/z =
44, 45, 46. Using an N2O reference of known amount and isotopic 
composition, the authors were able to directly quantify the fluxes of 
denitrified N2O. Later, both Stevens et al. (1997) and Arah (1997) 
developed models to measure the relative contributions of nitrification 
and denitrification to N2O emissions. Stevens et al. (1997) labelled 
either the NO3

− or NH4
+ pool and then linked the 15N abundance of these 

pools to the contributions of denitrification and nitrification respec-
tively. On the other hand, Arah (1997) used the measured 15N abun-
dance from emitted N2 and hypothesized that the denitrified N2O 
evolves from the same mineral pool, having thus the same 15N abun-
dance. However, Arah (1997) states that emitted N2O evolves in an at-
mosphere where its initial concentration is negligible. This is not totally 
true, as the concentration of atmospheric N2O is approximately 0.330 
ppmv. Bergsma et al. (2001) succeeded to have sensitivity at both this 
low atmospheric level and at higher concentration and enrichment 
levels (after incubation following application of 15N tracer) by modi-
fying the head amplifier of their IRMS. By doing so, they developed a 
new model where N2O emissions from denitrification can be measured 
similarly to the way N2 emissions are measured. Concretely, the same 
equations as the ones presented in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 can be 
applied if the ratios R29′ and R30’ (where a prime has been used to 
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distinguish N2O ratios) are modified to take oxygen isotopes into 
account: 

R29′ =R45 − R17 [6c]  

R30′ =R46 − (R29)(R17) − R18 [6d]  

where R45 and R46 are the ratios (45N2O/44N2O) and (46N2O/44N2O) 
respectively, R17 is the 17O/16O ratio and R18 is the 18O/16O ratio. R17 
and R18 are constant at natural abundance, Bergsma et al. (2001) used 
the values of 0.000373 and 0.0020052 respectively, based on the work 
of Hayes (1993). 

The model of Bergsma et al. (2001) hypothesises that N2O derived 
from nitrification has the same 15N natural abundance as atmospheric 
N2O. This transforms a three-pool model into a two-pool model, one of 
these two pools being the sum of (atmosphere + nitrification), as shown 
in Fig. 2. The equations presented in sections 2.2.1 or 2.2.2 enable the 
calculation of d’, the fraction of total N2O that derives from denitrifi-
cation, similarly to how d is calculated for N2 emissions. This coefficient 
then needs to be multiplied by the total amount (or concentration) of 
N2O measured by GC. 

[N2O]denitrified = d′[N2O]total [6e]  

where, [N2O]denitrified is the concentration of denitrified N2O (ppm) and 
[N2O]total is the concentration of total N2O (ppm) measured by GC. 

The quantity (1-d’) is the sum of the contributions of atmosphere and 
nitrification. Nitrification can be determined as: 

[N2O]nitrification = [N2O]total − [N2O]denitrified − [N2O]atmosphere [6f]  

where, [N2O]nitrification is the concentration of nitrified N2O (ppm) and 
[N2O]atmosphere is the concentration of atmospheric N2O (ppm), 
measured by GC at time 0. 

The method of Bergsma et al. (2001) is probably to date, the best 
method for the evaluation of denitrified N2O. Furthermore, modern 
IRMS have a higher range of sensitivity for N2O analysis and modifying 
the amplification of the instrument is no longer necessary unless the 

sample is very concentrated (approx. 5 ppm of N2O, as a general guid-
ance). Similarly to the case of N2, calculations can be biased if hybrid 
N2O is produced, see section 3.2. 

3. Assumptions of the 15NGF method 

We identified four assumptions upon which the 15NGF relies to be 
accurate. These assumptions are:  

1) The tracer is distributed homogenously in the confined soil leading to 
the formation of a single isotopic pool in equilibrium.  

2) No hybrid molecules are formed during the incubation.  
3) The denitrification products are recovered quantitatively in the flux 

chamber (no diffusive losses). 
4) No stimulatory impacts of tracer and water additions on the dy-

namics of the denitrification process. 

In the following section, we discuss how these different assumptions 
might cause under or over-estimation of the measured denitrifying flux 
and how we can mitigate their impact. 

3.1. Homogenous distribution of the tracer in the soil 

3.1.1. Spatial variations 
The calculations of the 15NGF are based on the hypothesis that the 

soil denitrifying pool of the incubated soil is at isotopic equilibrium. This 
is very unlikely since soil is highly heterogeneous and because it is 
virtually impossible to achieve a perfectly homogeneous application of 
tracer into the soil. For example, in their study of tracer distribution 
using Bromide (Br-), Berendt et al. (2020) found a theoretical 15NO3

−

enrichment of 57–59 at% in the upper 2.5 cm and 26–57 at% in 5–10 cm 
when targeting a 60% enrichment using different application methods. 
Furthermore, denitrification presents a great spatial variability, occur-
ring typically in anaerobic microsites of soil (Buchen et al., 2016). 

Bergsma et al. (1999) used a ternary diagram to represent the dis-
tribution of N2 isotopologues as can be seen in Fig. 3. 

Each side of the triangle represents one of the isotopologues 28N2, 

Fig. 3. Ternary diagram representation of the rela-
tive proportions of N2 isotopologues in a mix be-
tween denitrification and atmosphere. Point A 
represents the atmospheric N2. Point M is the 
mixture of atmospheric and denitrified N2. Point 
Pcalculated represents the estimated isotopologue 
composition of the denitrifying pool following the 
isotopic equilibrium hypothesis. Point Pactual repre-
sents a more realistic isotopologue composition if we 
consider the soil denitrifying pool as the result of 
smaller sub-pools at isotopic equilibrium, due to the 
heterogeneity of soil and injected tracer distribution. 
Please note this is a schematic view for easier 
reading, in reality point M will be much closer to 
point A because of the large proportion of atmo-
spheric N2.   
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29N2 and 30N2 and any point in the diagram is defined by its unique 
relative proportions of the three isotopologues. The red line represents 
isotopic equilibrium. Thus, any pool in such equilibrium is represented 
by a point on this curve that solely depends on its 15N abundance. As 
Bergsma et al. (1999) explained, the two initial pools (A for atmosphere 
and P for soil) fall on the red curve. The mix (M) is a point that falls on 

the segment between A and P depending on the relative proportions of 
atmospheric and emitted N2. The point M is necessarily below the 
equilibrium curve, as are all mixes of different pools at isotopic equi-
librium (given that those pools have different 15N abundances). In the 
same idea, the non-ideal soil denitrifying pool could be thought of as the 
result of different smaller sub-pools at isotopic equilibrium with various 

Fig. 4. (a) Evolution of the error made on the calculation of dtotal (solid line) and ddentrification (dashed line) with H when ignoring the hybrid sources of denitri-
fication, based on 396 simulated cases; (b) same evolution but represented in a logarithmic scale (log 10). The horizontal red line represents an error of 100%. The 
presence of hybrid molecules systematically causes an overestimation of all emitted molecules (dtotal) and of molecules emitted through classic denitrification 
(ddentrification). The magnitude of these overestimations does not depend on ap nor d. 
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15N abundances, due to the heterogeneity of soil and injected tracer 
distribution. Then the actual distribution of isotopologues of the deni-
trified molecules would be represented by a point Pactual somewhere 
beneath the equilibrium curve and necessarily on the line (AM). 

Now, when measurements are made, only the composition of at-
mosphere (A) and the mix (M) are determined. The hypothesis of iso-
topic equilibrium of the soil denitrifying pool infers that the point P 
belongs to the red curve (Pcalculated), thus overestimating the real point 
Pactual, as shown in Fig. 3. The real proportion d of denitrified N2 is 
determined by the ratio AM/APactual but the one actually calculated is 
given by AM/APcalculated, causing a systematic underestimation. 

Boast et al. (1988) and later Arah (1992) both modelled this system 
in a series of equations to prove that the 15N abundance is always 
overestimated while the proportion d is always underestimated when 
multiple sub-pools exist. Through simulation, Vanden Heuvel et al. 
(1988) showed that larger errors arise when the range of enrichments of 
the sub-pools increases and when the number of pools decreases. This 
reflects the need to have a homogenous distribution of the tracer in the 
soil. 

Through a series of simulations, Arah (1992) realised that overall, 
the fraction d seems to be underestimated by 24% independently of the 
magnitude of the flux when multiple sub-pools exist. This result has been 
confirmed independently by Bergsma et al. (1999) using a different 
model, where the range of the 15N abundances of the sub-pools is 
distributed uniformly between all of these sub-pools. When using a 
range from natural abundance to any greater value, they found a sys-
tematic underestimation of 25%, which is very close to the result of Arah 
(1992). 

The validity of these conclusions was tested in laboratory studies by 
Mulvaney (1988) who measured fluxes of N2O emissions via either GC 
or the 15NGF (after chemical reduction of total N2O into N2 for the 
15NGF, see Mulvaney and Kurtz, 1982). Firstly, a good correlation was 
observed between the two techniques when forming N2O via chemical 
oxidation of 15N-labelled NH2OH/HCl. This means that the emitted N2O 
existed as a sole isotopic pool. The same experiment but with two pools 
of different 15N abundances confirmed that the quantity d is under-
estimated with the 15NGF when multiple pools are present, but only 
significantly when there is a considerable difference in enrichment be-
tween the two pools. An underestimation of 10% was reported in this 
study using a pool enriched at 32% in 15N atoms and one at 53%. Lab-
oratory experiments on soil and soil slurries (to ensure a thorough 
mixing of the label) offered mixed results. Although the 15NGF often 
underestimated the rate measured by GC, it also overestimated it in 
some cases. Mulvaney and Vanden Heuvel (1988) did the same experi-
ment in the field and found similar results, i.e.; the 15NGF often 
underestimated the N2O concentration (by up to 33%) and over-
estimated it only sometimes (by up to 11%). According to the authors, 
the underestimations by more than 25% and the overestimations were 
explained by analytical errors and it was concluded that correct mea-
surements can still be obtained even without perfect distribution of the 
15N label in the soil. It can be noted that Fig. 2 from Mulvaney and 
Vanden Heuvel (1988) offers a good visual representation of the spatial 
heterogeneity of the 15N abundance in soil after tracer injection. 

Stevens et al. (1997) also studied the impact of the non-homogenous 
15N label distribution on the isotopic equilibrium of the soil denitrifying 
pool by measuring N2O emissions but used acetylene (C2H2) to block 
nitrification this time. The 15N abundance of N2O was then calculated 
via either R45 or R46 using a one-pool model and values were compared 
to see if they agreed. Good correlation was observed (Table 2 of the cited 
reference) which indicates again that the assumption of isotopic equi-
librium of the soil denitrifying pool is experimentally a good approxi-
mation, even without perfect label distribution. 

3.1.2. Temporal variations 
As mentioned by Russow et al. (1996), mineralization and nitrifi-

cation tend to modify the 15N abundance of the soil denitrifying pool 

after injection of the tracer. Similarly to spatial heterogeneity, if the 15N 
abundance of nitrate varies over time, the soil denitrifying pool cannot 
be considered at isotopic equilibrium. The temporal variations are 
however a bit different as they change the overall 15N abundance of soil 
nitrate (total number of 15N-labelled nitrate molecules in the studied 
soil). This is especially relevant for long incubations (>10 h in the cases 
of Cuhel et al., 2010; Morse and Bernhardt 2013; Sgouridis and Ullah, 
2015 or Xi et al., 2022); although ideally, incubations should be kept to a 
minimum time (< 3 hours, Friedl et al., 2020). 

It would be very difficult to assess generalities, as the magnitude of 
transformation of nitrates will vary greatly from one soil to another. 
Experimental data show that the disappearance of the label can be quite 
slow. Stevens et al. (1997) observed a decrease from 10% to 5% over ten 
days and under three different moisture contents (Fig. 3 d,e,f, of cited 
reference). Ruser et al. (2006) observed very little variations over 70 
days, usually less than 10% drop (Fig. 4 of cited reference). Bergsma 
et al. (1999) observed a drop from 82% to 72% after three days and half. 
Rummel et al. (2021) observed different patterns of dilution of the 15N 
label for different fertilization/plant treatments over a 10-day period 
(Fig. 3 of the cited reference). Although quite variable, we can observe 
that only a small decrease occurs within the first days. 

If a significant drop in the 15N abundance is observed however, it is 
possible to use the heuristic model of Bergsma et al. (1999) to have an 
estimation of the induced error and correct for the dilution effect. 

3.2. Formation of hybrid N2 and N2O 

The full extent of microbial metabolic transformations in soil is still 
not totally understood today, yet several reactions could affect the cal-
culations of the 15NGF through formation of hybrid N2 and N2O mole-
cules. The term “hybrid” here refers to the fact that within the same 
molecule, one nitrogen atom comes from the labelled nitrate pool while 
the other one comes from another source (considered at natural 15N 
abundance if not labelled). Reactions leading to the formation of hybrid 
N2 and N2O include co-denitrification, anammox and other abiotic 
processes (Phillips et al., 2016). Co-denitrification was formally identi-
fied in the laboratory by Shoun et al. (1992) when amending a fungal 
strain (“Fusarium oxysporum”) with NO3

− enriched at 99% in 15N atoms 
and observing a significant signal at m/z = 29 through a mass spec-
trometer. This meant that a large number of 29N2 molecules were 
denitrified, which was not possible given that the nitrate pool was 
almost exclusively labelled with 15N atoms, which should have led to the 
production of 30N2 molecules only. Tanimoto et al. (1992) demonstrated 
that one of the two nitrogen atoms was derived from the organic pool of 
the soil (azide compounds and salicylhydroxamic acid in the case of 
their study). As explained by Spott et al. (2011b), co-denitrification is 
microbially mediated around neutral pH and most co-denitrifying spe-
cies are already known as regular denitrifiers (Pseudomonas sp., Fusarium 
sp., etc.). Furthermore, co-denitrification has already been reported to 
occur within the three domains Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukarya. Little is 
known about this process, including its potential magnitude during in 
situ measurements and unfortunately, relatively few studies have 
focused on its measurement (Laughlin and Stevens, 2002; Spott and 
Florian Stange, 2011a; Long et al., 2013; Selbie et al., 2015; Lewick-
a-Szczebak et al., 2017; Clough et al., 2017; Rohe et al., 2021). In 
particular, Laughlin and Stevens (2002) found that 92% of the emitted 
N2 was due to co-denitrification rather than denitrification in their 
study, while Selbie et al. (2015) found a similar percentage of 97%. 
Lewicka-Szczebak et al. (2017) detected lower contribution from 
co-denitrification (18% and 5% respectively in two different 
experiments). 

Anammox is the biological process that converts NO3
− and NH4

+ into 
N2. It is of primary importance in coastal, aquatic and oceanic ecosys-
tems (Thamdrup and Dalsgaard, 2002). However, anammox bacteria 
have been found in different terrestrial ecosystems such as marshes, 
lakeshores, permafrost soils or agricultural soils (Humbert et al., 2010). 
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Abiotic processes leading to the formation of hybrid N2 and N2O 
molecules include chemo-denitrification and decomposition of hydrox-
ylamine (see Phillips et al., 2016 and Zhu-Barker et al., 2015 for further 
explanations of these processes). 

Phillips et al. (2016) described precisely the different ways hybrid N2 
or N2O molecules can be formed but overall, biotic co-denitrification is 
probably the predominant process in terrestrial systems. 

3.2.1. Simulation: how could the presence of hybrid N2 and N2O molecules 
affect the calculations of the 15NGF? 

It could be hypothesized that subsequent to the previously 
mentioned work of Boast et al. (1988), the 15N abundance of the soil 
denitrifying pool ap should be overestimated and the proportion of N2 
molecules deriving from denitrification d underestimated since there is a 
second pool of nitrogen in the soil. The case is very different here 
because of the hybrid molecules. The labelled nitrate pool is still 
considered at isotopic equilibrium, but the hybrid molecules have a 
different isotopologue distribution. For the emitted N2 molecules, this 
distribution can be expressed as: 

%28N2 =(1 − H)
(
1 − ap

)2
+ H

(
1 − ap

)
(1 − aa) [7a]  

%29N2 =(1 − H)2ap
(
1 − ap

)
+ H

(
aa
(
1 − ap

)
+ ap(1 − aa)

)
[7b]  

%30N2 =(1 − H)a2
p + H

(
apaa

)
[7c] 

Note the appearance of a new term H. It refers to the fraction of 
emitted hybrid N2 (hence 0 < H < 1) and includes all sources of hybrid 
molecules. We consider the pool of co-substrate (from which the second 
N atom derives in the hybrid N2 and N2O molecules) at natural 15N 
abundance aa and we note again ap the 15N abundance of the soil 
denitrifying pool. Note that the distribution of isotopologues is analo-
gous to that of Spott and Stange (2011a, equations 1, 2 and 3), although 
here there is no contribution of purely non-hybrid denitrification from 
the co-substrate. In their case, the organic co-substrate (hydroxylamine) 
could be denitrified on its own abiotically but we will take the more 
general case where the pool of co-substrate cannot perform denitrifi-
cation on its own. 

Let us compare the ratios R29 and R30 after incubation in the case of 
pure denitrification and in the case where some hybrid molecules are 
emitted (H ∕= 0) for the same amount of total denitrified molecules (same 
coefficient d): 

R29D =
(1 − d)[2aa(1 − aa)] + d

[
2ap

(
1 − ap

)]

(1 − d)(1 − aa)
2
+ d

(
1 − ap

)2 [7d]     

R30D =
(1 − d)a2

a + d
(
ap
)2

(1 − d)(1 − aa)
2
+ d

(
1 − ap

)2 [7f]  

R30H =
(1 − d)a2

a + d
[
(1 − H)a2

p + Hapaa

]

(1 − d)(1 − aa)
2
+ d

[
(1 − H)

(
1 − ap

)2
+ H

(
1 − ap

)
(1 − aa)

]

[7g] 

The subscript “D” refers to the case of classic denitrification and “H” 
to the case where hybrid sources are present. 

With the presence of hybrid molecules, the coefficient d is renamed 
“dtotal” and can be more explicitly defined as: 

dtotal = ddenitrification + dhybrid [7h]  

where, 

ddenitrification = (1 − H) × dtotal [7i]  

dhybrid =H × dtotal [7j] 

Similarly, we define: 

ap total =H
(aa + ap

2

)
+ (1 − H)ap [7k] 

Which is the 15N enrichment of the emitted molecules and could be 
considered as the apparent 15N enrichment of the soil denitrifying pool, 
which includes the non-labelled pools contributing to the formation of 
hybrid molecules. 

Given the complexity of the calculations, we made a simulation using 
Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA). For six realistic values of ap (5%, 10%, 
20%, 30%, 40% and 50%), eleven realistic values of d (ranging from 
1.10− 8 to 1.10− 3) were used with nine values of H (from 0.01% to 100%) 
as shown in Table S1 from the Annex 1 (Supporting Information), to 
create 594 different cases. Using a perfect distribution of isotopologues 
(as per equations [7d] to [7g]), the ideal gas law and assuming atmo-
spheric pressure inside a chamber of 4 L, ideal values of R29 and R30 
have been calculated. Then, using the calculations of both Arah (1992) 
and Mulvaney and Boast (1986), the 15N abundance of the soil deni-
trifying pool ap calculated and the coefficient dcalculated have been 
back-calculated as they would be if ignoring the contribution of 
co-denitrification. These values have been compared to their real 
counterpart values used for the simulations and error has been deter-
mined as a percentage as: 

%err dtotal = 100
(
dcalculated − dtotal

dtotal

)

[8a]  

%err ddenitrification = 100
(
dcalculated − ddenitrification

ddenitrification

)

[8b] 

The first equation refers to the error made in the quantification of all 
emitted molecules (dtotal) where the second equation refers to the error 
made regarding only the purely non-hybrid molecules emitted through 
classic denitrification (ddenitrification). 

Similarly, we define: 

%err ap total = 100
(
ap calculated − ap total

ap total

)

[8c]  

%err ap denitrification = 100
(
ap calculated − ap denitrification

ap denitrification

)

[8d]  

which refer to the errors made in the calculation of the 15N-enrichment 
of the soil denitrifying pool considering respectively, the total apparent 
enrichment (ap total) or the enrichment of the labelled pool only (ap 

denitrification). 

R29H =
(1 − d)[2aa(1 − aa)] + d

[
(1 − H)2ap

(
1 − ap

)
+ H

(
aa
(
1 − ap

)
+ ap(1 − aa)

)]

(1 − d)(1 − aa)
2
+ d

[
(1 − H)

(
1 − ap

)2
+ H

(
1 − ap

)
(1 − aa)

] [7e]   
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3.2.2. Results of the simulation 
Firstly, it should be noted that the values obtained in the cases where 

H = 100% will not be taken in account as the coefficients dcalculated are 
superior to 1. It seems that the 15NGF does not work when H becomes 
very close to 100%. It still gives a coefficient d inferior to 1 for H =
99.90% (at which point the error on dtotal > 1 000% however) but not if 
H = 99.99%. Similarly, we will not study the cases where H = 0.01% and 
H = 0.1% because the repartition of errors at these levels is somewhat 
more chaotic than in the other cases. However, the magnitude of error 
on dtotal, ddentrification, ap total and ap denitrification for H = 0.01% and H =
0.1% is more than negligible as can be seen in Table S2 (Annex 1, 
Supporting Information). Also, the estimations of dtotal, ddentrification, 
ap total and ap denitrification based on either the method of Arah (1992) or 
Mulvaney and Boast (1986) did not differ significantly. Although the 
calculations of Mulvaney and Boast (1986) were more accurate in 263 
cases out of 396 (we did not consider the cases where H = 100, 0.1 or 
0.01%), the difference between the two methods was always less than 
0.2%. 

The first objective was to determine the correlations between the 
three parameters (H, d and ap) and the errors made on dtotal, dden-

trification, ap total and ap denitrification. 
Thus, correlation tests were run with SPSS (IBM Corp. Released, 

2019. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 26.0. Armonk, NY: IBM 
Corp) using either Kendall’s tau-b or Spearman coefficients. We did not 
use the Pearson coefficient as upon visual inspection and Shapiro-Wilk 
tests, the errors were never distributed normally. The correlation tests 
were run on sub-datasets where two parameters were constant while the 
studied one varied. The results in Table S3 (Annex 1, Supporting In-
formation) show that the errors made on dtotal, ddentrification, ap total and 
ap denitrification are all independent of d and dependent of H. On the other 
hand, the errors on ap total and ap denitrification were dependent on ap 
where the ones on dtotal and ddentrification were not. 

Obviously, the 15N abundance of the soil denitrifying pool (ap deni-

trification) will be underestimated due to the presence of unlabelled pools 
contributing to the formation of hybrid molecules. The results of this 
simulation indicate that the apparent 15N abundance of the denitrifying 
pool (ap total) will also be underestimated when hybrid molecules are 
formed. This can be seen in Figs. S1 and S2 (Annex 1, Supporting In-
formation) which show the evolution of the errors made on ap total and 
ap denitrification with either H or ap for different scenarios. All of these 
errors are negative, thus causing a systematic underestimation. This is 
contrary to the conclusions of Boast et al. (1988) who showed that the 
15N abundance of the soil denitrifying pool should be overestimated 
when multiple pools are present. However, the case here is different 
again because the presence of hybrid molecules changes the distribution 
of isotopologues. Similarly, the presence of hybrid sources systemati-
cally causes an overestimation of the fraction d (either dtotal or ddeni-

trification), inversely to the case of multiple pools in isotopic equilibrium 
as described by Boast et al. (1988). We can see this result in Table S4 
(Annex 1, Supporting Information) which shows the average errors 
made on dtotal and ddentrification for different values of H. These averages 
were calculated using all combinations of ap and d for the same values of 
H (n = 66), since it was shown that the errors on dtotal and ddentrification 
were not correlated with ap and d. Using this property, we can extrap-
olate the results of a specific case (fixed ap and d) to represent the 
evolution of the errors made on dtotal and ddentrification with H for all 
cases. Fig. 4 represents this evolution for the case ap = 40% and d =
1.10− 4 that we will consider a general trend here. This means that no 
matter how enriched the soil denitrifying pool is or the amount of 
soil-emitted molecules, the error caused by the presence of hybrid 
molecules can be read on Fig. 4. 

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that, no matter the quantity of tracer used 
or the number of emitted molecules, the overestimation of the total 
number of molecules is insignificant (<1%) until the contribution of 
hybrid molecules reaches approximately 20%. At 50% of hybrid 
contribution, the overestimation is 12.5% which can still be acceptable 

given the general accuracy of the 15NGF. Higher hybrid source contri-
butions however cause great overestimation (80% for H = 80%) until H 
becomes very close to 100%, at which point the error tends to infinity. If 
studying the quantity of molecules solely emitted through classic deni-
trification, then the overestimation increases drastically. It reaches 1% 
when H = 1% already, 26% when H = 20% and predicts more than twice 
the real amount when H = 50%. 

We verified that all these results and trends were still valid even at a 
very high enrichment of the soil denitrifying pool and found similar 
results even at the extreme limit ap = 100%. 

Since the errors made on dtotal, ddentrification, ap total and ap denitrifi-

cation are not correlated with the parameter d, the same conclusions 
should be drawn for N2O. The study is similar with the exception of the 
atmospheric background being much smaller (around 0.330 ppmv) and 
thus higher d values are typically found. We tested this hypothesis by 
duplicating the N2 tables and by only changing the atmospheric back-
ground and the range of d values used in the simulations (see Table S1 in 
Annex 1, Supporting Information). Thus, for sub-datasets of constant 
H and ap values, we compared the means of the errors made on dtotal, 
ddentrification, ap total and ap denitrification for N2 and N2O and expressed a 
relative difference as: 

%err W(N2 − N2O)= 100
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
WN2O − WN2

WN2

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ [8e]  

where W is the mean of the errors made on either dtotal, ddentrification, ap 

total or ap denitrification for sub-datasets of constant H and ap values (n =
11). Table S5 (Annex 1, Supporting Information) shows that on 
average, the model for N2O did not vary significantly from the model for 
N2. The highest relative mean of error difference between the two 
models was for dtotal and was 1.5 × 10− 3 %, the highest coefficient of 
variation (CV) of a sub-dataset of constant H and ap values was 1.18 ×
10− 8 %; thus, we will consider that similar conclusions can be drawn for 
N2 and N2O. 

In conclusion, the formation of hybrid molecules affects N2 and N2O 
emissions similarly (given that the same organism reduces NO and N2O 
to N2O and N2, respectively). In contrast to the heterogeneous applica-
tion of the tracer (assumption 1, part 3.1 of this study), it causes an 
overestimation of the measured quantity of molecules (both the total 
amount of evolved molecules and the purely denitrified ones) and an 
underestimation of the enrichment of the soil denitrifying pool (both the 
total apparent pool which includes the co-substrates and the labelled 
nitrate pool). The overestimation of the flux does not depend on the 
quantity of tracer injected (15N enrichment of the soil denitrifying pool 
ap) nor the total quantity of emitted molecules (d) but only on the 
proportion of hybrid molecules (parameter H). This might not be true at 
very low contribution of hybrid molecules (H<1%) but the magnitude of 
error at this level is so low that it does not really matter. We can add that 
the underestimation of the 15N enrichment depends on the quantity of 
tracer injected and the proportion of hybrid molecules, but not on the 
number of emitted molecules. The total apparent enrichment (ap total) is 
not a crucial parameter since the hybrid pool is not at isotopic equilib-
rium and thus the isotopologue distribution from this source cannot be 
determined with it. But it could be an important tool, especially if one 
wants to prove that hybrid sources contribute to denitrification. 

These results are in accordance with the study of Spott and Stange 
(2007), which found that denitrification is indeed overestimated when 
hybrid molecules are formed. Their study only focused on the over-
estimation of purely denitrified molecules (ddenitrification, which is called 
“B” in the cited study, see Fig. 3 of Spott and Stange, 2007). However, 
we did not find that this overestimation was dependent on the 15N 
enrichment of the soil nitrate pool, nor on the fraction of atmospheric N2 
(neither with the model of Arah nor with the model of Mulvaney & 
Boast). We did find however, as in the study of Spott and Stange (2007), 
that this overestimation is dependent on the proportion of emitted 
hybrid molecules. 
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3.2.3. Mitigation 
Laughlin and Stevens (2002) have developed a method to calculate 

the contribution of co-denitrification based on previous work by Clough 
et al. (2001). This model should be applicable no matter the process (or 
processes) emitting hybrid molecules in a mix with classic denitrifica-
tion and atmosphere. However, it is important to remember that this 
method is largely dependent on the assumption that the soil denitrifying 
pool is at isotopic equilibrium, which as shown before, is unlikely to be 
true due to heterogeneous distribution of the 15N label (see part 3.1 of 
this study). Violation of this principle could even lead to the assumption 
that hybrid molecules are being emitted when actually, only classic 
denitrification is occurring. The best solution would be to confirm the 
presence of hybrid molecules before trying to calculate their contribu-
tion, which is unfortunately not easy. Clough et al. (2001) demonstrated 
that ΔR29

ΔR30 = 272 when co-denitrification occurs (or other processes 
emitting hybrid molecules) but it is very important to note that this is 
only the case when all emitted molecules are hybrid (H = 100%). In the 
case of classic denitrification (H = 0), the quantity ΔR29

ΔR30 only depends on 
the 15N enrichment of the soil denitrifying pool (the natural 15N abun-
dance of the atmosphere being considered constant). This can be seen in 
equation 17 of the study of Mulvaney and Boast (1986). Thus, if the 
quantity ΔR29

ΔR30 is not equal to its hypothetic value using the 15N abun-
dance of the soil denitrifying pool, one might suspect the presence of 
hybrid molecules as in Laughlin and Stevens (2002). However again, 
because the soil isotopic equilibrium hypothesis might be violated, this 
might not be a reliable option. Spott and Stange (2007) have developed 
a model to quantify the contributions of anammox and denitrification to 
N2 emissions in aquatic environments when both processes are occur-
ring simultaneously, based on previous work from Thamdrup and 
Dalsgaard (2002). According to Spott and Stange (2007), this model can 
also be used for terrestrial systems when hybrid molecules are emitted. 
The case is more delicate here however, since the atmosphere plays a 
much bigger part in the mix, reducing greatly the sensitivity. The au-
thors also emphasized the need to know if hybrid molecule sources are 
actually present before using this model. Spott and Stange (2011a) 
proved the presence of a source of hybrid molecules in soil using a so-
phisticated system combining a soil suspension in water and a flushing 
of the headspace by a stream of Helium. Precise equations for the exact 
determination of the contributions of non-hybrid and hybrid molecules 
were derived as well as the factor Rbinom, which enables quick assess-
ment of the presence of multiple sub-pools (see part 3.1.1 of this study) 
or hybrid molecules. Unfortunately, this precise model can only be used 
in the absence of atmospheric N2 (using a Helium atmosphere in the 
example of the cited study), which complicates its use. These new 
equations were later used by Lewicka-Szczebak et al. (2017) under 
artificial atmosphere which might explain why they found a more 
reasonable percentage of co-denitrification (5 and 18% in two different 
experiments) than Laughlin and Stevens (2002) or Selbie et al. (2015), 
who both used the method of Laughlin and Stevens (2002) and found 
contributions of 92 and 97% respectively of co-denitrification. Fig. 4 
shows that if these two contributions were true, applying the 15NGF 
without taking them in account would result in high overestimations 
(>260 and 780% respectively for dtotal, and >4 400 and 29 000% 
respectively for ddenitrification). The contributions of 5 and 18% found by 
Lewicka-Szczebak et al. (2017) would result in overestimations of 0.07 
and 0.99% respectively for dtotal, and 5.33 and 23.16% respectively for 
ddenitrification. 

3.3. Quantitative recovery of denitrification products in the flux chamber 

Similarly to other incubation techniques, the 15NGF is subject to 
error due to diffusive losses when used in situ. As Myrold (1990) 
mentioned, the fluxes of gas emissions from soil are a function of not 
only the production rate but also transport processes. Although 
convective movements can occur, diffusion is considered the 

predominant process of gas transport in soil (Clough et al., 2005). 
Diffusion in one dimension can be modelled by Fick’s first law, which 
states that the diffusion of molecules is proportional to the gradient of 
their concentration: 

Ji = − Di
dCi

dz
[9a]  

Where Ji is the flux of molecules of the species i (in mol m− 2 s− 1), Ci is 
the concentration of the species i (in mol m− 3), Di is the binary gas co-
efficient of the species i (in m2 s− 1), and z is the distance from the 
production zone in this case. 

In a first approximation for short-term experiments and for unla-
belled gases (N2O in this case), Hutchinson and Mosier (1981) suggested 
the following model to predict the evolution of concentration of unla-
belled N2O inside a chamber based on Fick’s first law: 

dCt

dt
=

A
V

Dp

d
(φ − Ct) [9b] 

Equation [9b] was rewritten with the nomenclature of Pedersen 
(2000), where φ is the hypothetical constant concentration (mol m− 3) in 
the production zone at the depth d (m), Ct is the headspace concentra-
tion (mol.m− 3) at time t, V is the volume of the headspace in the 
chamber (m3), A is the area of soil incubated (m2) and Dp is the binary 
molecular diffusion coefficient of the studied gas in the air at ambient 
temperature and pressure (in m2.s− 1). 

It is possible to theoretically resolve the model of Hutchinson and 
Mosier (1981) to determine the concentration profile of unlabelled N2O 
in the headspace of the chamber as a function of time (Pedersen et al., 
2010): 

C(t) =φ+ (C0 − φ)e(− κt) [9c] 

With κ =
Dp×A
V×d . 

Plotting this evolution as in Pedersen et al. (2001) gives a good idea 
of how underestimation of a non-labelled gas flux can happen, as illus-
trated in Fig. 5. 

The concentration initially increases in an almost linear trend but as 
accumulation occurs in the headspace of the chamber, this trend slowly 
declines to reach a plateau. Measuring the initial flux f0 = V

A
dC
dt t=0 is thus 

the best estimate of the magnitude of gas emissions since the effects of 
diffusion are negligible at that time. If diffusion is ignored and a linear 
model is applied, then the emission rate is largely underestimated (slope 

Fig. 5. Theoretical evolution of unlabelled N2O concentration inside an accu-
mulation chamber with time (black). The red line represents a linear regression 
made using the three hypothetic measurements made at different times (black 
crosses). The blue line represents the real emission rate of N2O, as would be 
measured without the diffusion issues caused by the accumulation of emitted 
N2O inside the headspace of the chamber. 
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of the red line compared to the slope of the blue line). Several models of 
diffusion have been developed for non-labelled gases and are summed 
up in Table 3. 

The case is however different with the 15NGF due to the presence of 
15N-labelled molecules. Firstly, we can note that the one-dimensional 
law of Fick mentioned above is normally defined for a binary mix and 
is somewhat simplistic. The real multicomponent model is described by 
the equations of Stefan and Maxwell, which are more complex. Jaynes 
and Rogowski (1983) showed, however, that for a tracer in a multi-
component mix, the tracer will diffuse according to Fick’s first law. A 
new diffusion coefficient DFi must be calculated as shown by equation 17 
of the cited reference. Furthermore, in soil, the flux Ji needs to be 
multiplied by a coefficient of tortuosity τ and the air-filled porosity of 
the soil ε (m3 of air per m3 of soil) to better describe the heterogeneous 
nature of this medium (Jaynes and Rogowski, 1983; Hutchinson and 
Livingston, 2002). This leads to the following relation: 

Ji = − τεDFi
dCi

dz
[9d] 

The complexity of the system leads to the calculation of new (and 
somewhat challenging) parameters but overall, the diffusion of 15N- 
labelled molecules is still ruled by a Fickian model. This means that 
these new parameters can be determined with experimental data. 

The main issue with the gas dynamics in the 15NGF however, is that 
the production of 15N-labelled gases (N2 and N2O alike) after labelling 
causes build-up of their concentration in pore space (referred as “storage 
flux”). This leads to fluxes according to concentration gradients (Fick’s 
first law) to the atmosphere, but also to the subsoil, sooner or later 
reaching a steady state concentration profile in case of a constant pro-
duction. Already at this steady state, before closing the flux chamber, a 
significant part of the produced gases diffuses to subsoil (up to 40% 
according to Well et al., 2019b). Closing the chamber leads to increasing 
concentration of 15N-labelled molecules inside the chamber headspace, 
leading to a decrease in surface flux with accumulation time while 
subsoil and storage fluxes go up. 

The total flux of denitrification is the sum of the surface, storage and 
subsoil fluxes; but only the surface flux is measured with the 15NGF. 
Therefore, diffusion dynamics lead to severe underestimation of deni-
trification if subsoil and storage fluxes are not taken into account, where 
this bias is higher for extend accumulation times. Well et al. (2019b) 
showed that the ratio between surface flux to the sum of storage and 
subsoil fluxes at a given accumulation time depends on the geometry of 

the cylinder confining the 15N-labelled soil, the depth distribution of the 
15N label, depth of distribution of denitrification, gas diffusivity and soil 
moisture. The share of surface flux increases with soil moisture, diffu-
sivity and length of confinement (height of the collar confining the 
labelled soil). It decreases with depth of labelling and accumulation 
time. 

Well et al. (2019b) showed through simulation that ignoring diffu-
sive losses could lead to great underestimation (from 28% to 71%) but a 
parallel field study using a bottom-closed cylinder showed that their 
model was not in perfect adequacy with the experiment, predicting 
twice the observed underestimation. This is largely due to the inability 
to assess the complexity of the processes occurring in the soil, especially 
temporal and spatial dynamics of denitrification as well as diffusivity. 
Nonetheless, the bottom-closed cylinder experiment revealed an un-
derestimation of 37% of the flux of denitrification due to diffusive losses. 

It can also be said that increased storage flux can modify the product 
ratio of denitrification (equation [6b]). Indeed, accumulation of N2O in 
pore space tends to favour N2O reduction into N2 (Well et al., 2019b). 

There is no evident solution to mitigate the effects of diffusion on the 
15N-labelled molecules for accurate measurement of denitrification with 
the 15NGF. Using a diffusion model as presented in Table 3 will only get 
a more accurate estimation of the surface flux at t = 0 and will not ac-
count for subsoil and storage fluxes. While a bottom closed cylinder as in 
Well et al. (2019b) is principally suitable, it leads to serious disturbance 
of the soil and root system and is thus not adequate for continuous ex-
periments with repeated sampling. The main strength of the 15NGF is 
precisely the possibility to be used in situ with little disturbance to the 
soil. The other solution could be to a use simulation as in Well et al. 
(2019b) and allow sufficient time after labelling the soil (few hours to a 
day; since it was shown in part 3.1.2 of this study that soil is still labelled 
for at least several days after application of the tracer) before closing the 
flux chamber. This would allow equilibration of the tracer solution and 
build-up of near-steady-state profiles of gas concentrations and diffusive 
fluxes. Finally, enclosure time should be kept to a minimum (< 3 hours, 
Friedl et al., 2020). 

3.4. Stimulation of denitrifying microbes (fertilization effect) 

As the 15N tracer is injected in the form of a nitrate solution (the 
substrate of denitrification), it is possible that microbial activity may be 
stimulated and thus more denitrification products emitted, leading to an 
overestimation of this process. Although acknowledged by various 

Table 3 
Main diffusion models applicable for measurement of a non-labelled greenhouse gas using an accumulation chamber.  

Method Profile Pros Cons Reference 

Linear regression Line Easy and does not require more than two 
measurements per plot. 

Probably the least accurate estimation. Forthofer et al. (2007). 

Hutchinson and 
Mosier (1981) 
(“HM”) 

Exponential Needs "only" three measurements per plot, 
improved accuracy. Relies on the condition 

(C1 − C0)

(C2 − C1)
>1 (where Cn is the 

concentration at the time step n), which is not true 
always true. Needs regular time intervals between 
measurements. 

Hutchinson and 
Mosier (1981),  
Anthony et al. (1995). 

Stochastic model Exponential HM approach but more than 3 points can be used 
for better sensitivity, time intervals don’t have to 
be equals. 

Complicated mathematical expression. Pedersen et al. (2010), 
Pedersen et al. (2001). 

Quadratic model Quadratic Easier than other models. Does not take in account the complex physical and 
physiological mechanisms of gas emission in soil. 

Wagner et al. (1997). 

Non-steady-state 
Diffusive Flux 
Estimator (NDFE) 

Square root (at 
long times) 

Uses the general equation of diffusion (more 
precise). 

Complicated mathematical expression. Livingston et al. 
(2006), Hossler and 
Bouchard (2008). 

Extended HM Exponential Robust against horizontal gas transport and 
patterns of non-linearity. Included in the “HMR” 
R package available on CRAN (http://www.r-pr 
oject.org). 

Qualified handling of data in the concentration range 
near the detection limit of the experimental system. 

Pedersen et al. (2010). 

Parkin et al. (2012) reviewed most of these models for comparison (at the exception of the stochastic extension of the HM and the NDFE models) and estimated their 
limits of detection. 
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authors (Groffman et al., 2006; Sgouridis and Ullah, 2015; Dodds et al., 
2017; Warner et al., 2019; Lewicka-Szczebak and Well, 2020a) it has not 
in fact been investigated extensively. As mentioned by Groffman et al. 
(2006), Yang et al. (2014) and Sgouridis and Ullah (2015), this is mainly 
an issue in natural environments where low levels of nitrogen are 
available, typically where the only sources of nitrogen are natural (such 
as fixation and mineralization) or eventually from atmospheric deposi-
tion. On the other hand, agricultural lands managed under intensive 
nitrogen fertilization should not be as sensitive to added nitrates. 

When studying denitrification in agricultural soil, Loick et al. (2017) 
“fed” microbes large amounts of nitrate and glucose. This resulted in 
higher N2O and N2 emissions compared to their control treatment (see 
Fig. 2 of the cited reference). Similarly, Clayton et al. (1997) studied the 
influence of different nitrogen treatments on denitrification from fer-
tilised grasslands over two years. In Fig. 1 of the cited reference, it is 
visible that when treated with calcium nitrate (CN), N2O fluxes are 
considerably greater than the control. It is also worth mentioning that 
the added nitrates particularly stimulated emissions under wet and 
warm conditions in the same study (by almost two orders of magnitude). 
Jarvis et al. (1991) also correlated high in situ rates of denitrification 

with fertilizer application, especially again when the soils were wet or 
after a rainfall event. 

It is difficult to compare these studies to the use of the 15NGF given 
that the amount of applied tracer will vary from one study to another 
(and will be much lower than a fertilizer application); but they show 
however that a denitrification stimulation can occur when adding ni-
trate to soil. Ideally, further studies would be necessary to thoroughly 
assess the impact of added nitrates on the denitrification process under 
the use of the 15NGF, but some fertilization effect has to be accepted 
(especially for the natural environment), and thus observed rates may 
have to be interpreted with care. In agricultural systems, the tracer is 
often injected to mimic a realistic fertilization input from farming 
practices as in Buchen et al. (2016). In such a case, we can expect a 
stimulation as observed in the studies mentioned in the previous para-
graph; however this stimulation would be the realistic consequence of 
fertilizer application anyway. For natural ecosystems, tracer is usually 
added to target a small 15N enrichment ap of the soil nitrate pool, like 5% 
in the case of Kulkarni et al. (2014). As will be shown in part 4.2 of this 
study, the use of a15N tracer does not always guarantee a perfect 
sensitivity and measurements are often below the limit of detection of 

Table 4 
Simulation of the sensitivity of the15NGF. 

Simulation of the sensitivity of the 15NGF through a 1-h incubation using a 4L chamber (0.05 m2 basal area) with different values of 
ap and d, considering isotopic equilibrium of atmospheric and soil denitrifying pools, atmospheric pressure and the ideal gas law. 
Values in red cannot be detected with routinely available IRMS where values in yellow could be with higher sensitivity instruments. 
Values in green can be detected. 
Colour code: ΔR29: Red < 9.1 × 10− 7 < Yellow < 8.0 × 10− 6 < Green 
ΔR30: Red < 3.2 × 10− 7 

< Yellow < 9.8 × 10− 7 
< Green 
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the IRMS. It is thus desirable to inject as much tracer as possible without 
stimulating denitrification. 

4. Recommendations for addressing technical challenges 

4.1. Tracer application methods 

Different methods of tracer application have been used in the past, 
such as injection through a syringe, application using a watering can or 
via a sprayer, as reviewed by Berendt et al. (2020). As shown in the same 
study, none of these three methods achieves perfect homogenisation of 
the tracer in the soil and losses are inevitable. The authors indeed found 
a theoretical 15N enrichment of 57–59% in the upper 2.5 cm and 
26–57% in 5–10 cm when targeting a 60% enrichment using a Bromide 
(Br− ) tracer. This is particularly relevant as in the 15NGF, the tracer is 
also an anion (NO3

− ) and can therefore move more freely in the soil 
solution than a cation, which would rather remain in the upper layers. In 
the same study, distribution of the tracer is also shown to be more 
homogenised in dry soils. Application using a syringe can be challenging 
if they get clogged, however, this problem can be solved by using a metal 
wire inside the needle (obturator) as in Davidson et al. (1991). 

Lewicka-Szczebak and Well (2020a) studied in detail the injection 
approach through three different methods; injection into an intact core 
(I + I), injection into a homogenised core (H + I) or mixed into a 
homogenised core (H + M). Obviously, the advantage of using the 15NGF 
is to perform measurements directly in situ, which means that only the I 
+ I approach is useable in the field. It was found that the determined N2 
fluxes and the denitrification product ratios did not differ significantly 
between intact and homogenised cores. Similarly, although soil prop-
erties are more homogeneous in mixed cores, it appears that the 15N 
label is actually more evenly distributed in the I + I treatment. Notably, 
within the I + I treatment, the measured values of ap from the gas 
emissions are closer to the determined 15N abundance of the soil nitrate 
aNO3. 

When choosing the injection method, the best way to homogenize 
the distribution of the tracer is to define a grid on the surface of the 
incubated soil and to use several injections of equal volume at different 
depths (Davidson et al., 1991; Tauchnitz et al., 2015; Sgouridis et al., 

2016; Lewicka-Szczebak and Well, 2020a). Wu et al. (2011) determined 
in their experiments that the best compromise was 38 injections at 4 
different depths. Buchen et al. (2016) used a more sophisticated system 
using a peristaltic pump and steel capillaries for better distribution of 
the tracer. 

Finally, it is important to remember that since the tracer is diluted in 
water, injections will increase the soil moisture, which in turn will 
stimulate denitrification (Jarvis et al., 1991; Hwang and Hanaki, 2000). 
Usually, a soil moisture increase inferior to 3–5% is considered 
reasonable (Buchen et al., 2016; Sgouridis et al., 2016). 

4.2. Sensitivity of the 15NGF and use of a N2-depleted atmosphere 

The N2 emitted from denitrification is challenging to measure and 
even the use of a 15N tracer does not always guarantee a good signal on 
the IRMS. In cause is the sensitivity needed to detect the small amounts 
of produced N2 against the high atmospheric N2 background. Baily et al. 
(2012) reported the same limits of detection as Stevens and Laughlin 
(2001) on their IRMS, which were 8.0 × 10− 6 for R29 and 3.2 × 10− 7 for 
R30. Sgouridis et al. (2016) reported 7.7 × 10− 7 for R29 and 6.1 × 10− 7 

for R30 while Friedl et al. (2017) reported 9.1 × 10− 7 for R29 and 9.8 ×
10− 7 for R30. A simulation using Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA) has 
been used to determine how these limits of detection translate in terms 
of coefficients d that can be measured for a conventional use of the 
15NGF. Considering a 4 L incubation chamber, the ideal gas law and 
atmospheric pressure, different realistic values of ap (ranging from 5% 
to 50%) and d (ranging from 1.10− 8 to 5.10− 4) were used to calculate 
the associated ΔR29 and ΔR30, assuming isotopic equilibrium of the 
atmospheric and soil denitrifying pools. The values of d were translated 
into theoretical gas fluxes for informal reference, considering a 0.05 m2 

basal area of the incubation chamber and a time of incubation of 1 h. The 
results are reported in Table 4. The values of ΔR29 and ΔR30 that were 
beneath the smallest cited limit of detection appear in red, while the 
values greater than the highest cited limit of detection appear in green. 
The values in between are in yellow. This means that the values in red 
probably cannot be detected with the current routinely available tech-
nology whereas the values in yellow can only be detected if the IRMS has 
a good sensitivity. As expected, ΔR29 and ΔR30 tend to be more 

Fig. 6. Evolution of the three N2 isotopologue proportions for different values of the soil denitrifying pool 15N abundance (considering isotopic equilibrium). The 
proportion of 29N2 is maximal for a15N enrichment of 50%. 
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Table 5a 
Effect of N2 background reduction on sensitivity. 

a) Comparison of ΔR29 with different N2 backgrounds (cases where ap = 20%) as calculated by simulation of a 4L 
chamber, assuming atmospheric pressure, the ideal gas law and isotopic equilibrium of the atmospheric and soil 
denitrifying pools. The ΔR29 ratios tend to be more detectable with lower N2 background. Values in red cannot be 
detected with routinely available IRMS whereas values in yellow can be detected with higher resolution in-
struments. Values in green can be detected. 
Colour code: ΔR29: Red < 9.1 × 10− 7 < Yellow < 8.0 × 10− 6 < Green 
ΔR30: Red < 3.2 × 10− 7 

< Yellow < 9.8 × 10− 7 
< Green 

Values of d are defined against atmospheric background. Fluxes values are given as informal example considering 
a 1-h incubation and a chamber basal area of 0.05 m2.    

Table 5b 
b) Evolution and comparison of G29 and G30 ratios (see equation [10a] in part 4.2 of this study) with different N2 backgrounds for the cases where ap = 20%. We can 
see that G29 and G30 are identical for every similar situation (identical parameters ap, d and [N2] background). Furthermore, these ratios are almost invariant with 
d (nor with ap as shown in Annex 2, Supporting Information).  

d [N2] = 20% [N2] = 10% [N2] = 5% [N2] = 1% 

G29 G30 G29 G30 G29 G30 G29 G30 

1E-8 3.90 3.90 7.80 7.80 15.60 15.60 78.00 78.00 
5E-8 3.90 3.90 7.80 7.80 15.60 15.60 78.00 78.00 
1E-7 3.90 3.90 7.80 7.80 15.60 15.60 78.00 78.00 
5E-7 3.90 3.90 7.80 7.80 15.60 15.60 78.00 78.00 
1E-6 3.90 3.90 7.80 7.80 15.60 15.60 78.00 78.00 
5E-6 3.90 3.90 7.80 7.80 15.60 15.60 77.98 77.98 
1E-5 3.90 3.90 7.80 7.80 15.60 15.60 77.96 77.96 
5E-5 3.90 3.90 7.80 7.80 15.59 15.59 77.81 77.81 
1E-4 3.90 3.90 7.80 7.80 15.59 15.59 77.61 77.61 
5E-4 3.90 3.90 7.78 7.78 15.53 15.53 76.11 76.11  
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detectable when increasing both ap and d. Unfortunately, they are not 
detectable in most cases. Typically, d is rarely superior to 1.10− 6, which 
is not detectable even at a high 15N abundance (50%) of the soil deni-
trifying pool. In addition, values in green in the simulation are only just 
above the detection limit in most cases, which is not ideal for accurate 
measurements. It is not rare to have gaps in a dataset of N2 measure-
ments because of this poor sensitivity (Mulvaney and Kurtz, 1984; 
Kulkarni et al., 2014; Buchen et al., 2016 amongst others; acknowledged 
by Friedl et al., 2020 as one of the main challenges of the 15NGF). 

One way to improve this sensitivity is to only use the R29 data in 
combination with the 15N abundance ap calculated through the N2O 
data, as explained in section 2.2.3 of this study. Using this method, Baily 
et al. (2012) reported a sensitivity 16 times greater than when calcu-
lating ap from the N2 data. In order to optimize the R29 ratio, a 50% 15N 
enrichment of the soil denitrifying pool represents an ideal target. 
Indeed, for a pool of N2 at isotopic equilibrium, this is the enrichment for 
which the proportion of 29N2 is the highest (equations [2a] to [2c]) as 
shown on Fig. 6. 

If no denitrification stimulation occurs, targeting a 50% 15N 
enrichment of the soil denitrifying pool is a good way to increase 
sensitivity. 

Another way to increase sensitivity is to use a hybrid method as 
mentioned previously. More precisely, it means using an N2-depleted 
atmosphere in addition to 15N tracer. This new atmosphere should still 
contain a small amount of N2 since the calculations of the 15NGF require 
an [N2] background. Similarly to Table 4, we can calculate the new 
ΔR29 and ΔR30 if the atmospheric background contains less N2. We 
took the same cases as before (ap ranging from 5% to 50% and d ranging 
from 1.10− 8 to 5.10− 4) but now with a variable [N2] background that 
contains either 78% (atmospheric), 20%, 10%, 5% or 1% of N2 (see 
Table S6 in Annex 2, Supporting Information). The results for the case 
where ap equals 20% can be seen in Table 5a (ΔR29 only, for clarity) and 
show as expected that ΔR29 tends to be more easily detected as the N2 
background drops. For identical values of ap and d, we can express the 
ratio G29 (and G30 similarly for ΔR30) defined as: 

G29 =
ΔR29 (low N2 background)

ΔR29 (atmospheric N2 background)
[10a] 

If this ratio equals 4 (as it is approximately the case when d = 5.10− 8, 

ap = 20%, and [N2] = 20%), then the limit of detection is increased 4 
times. These ratios are compiled in Table 5b for the case ap = 20%. Upon 
inspection of this table, it appears that G29 and G30 are equal for every 
identical situation (same parameters d, ap and [N2] background). 
Furthermore, the values of G29 and G30 do not seem to depend signifi-
cantly on the values of d and ap. This is demonstrated in Annex 2 
(Supporting Information) and therefore; much like Fig. 4, we can 
extrapolate a specific case (here we used d = 5.10− 7 and ap = 50%) to 
plot the evolution of the ratio G29 (equal to G30) as a function of the 
[N2] background for every scenario. Fig. 7 represents this evolution: 

We can see from Fig. 7 that no matter the quantity of tracer applied 
or the number of molecules emitted, the sensitivity significantly in-
creases when the background in [N2] < 10%. It is approximately 
enhanced 10 times when [N2] = 8%. If the background drops below 1%, 
even better sensitivity can be obtained; for example, G29 is equal to 156 
and 780 when the [N2] background reaches 0.5% and 0.1%, respec-
tively. It can be very challenging to maintain these low levels of N2 
however, even in the laboratory as can be seen in Well et al. (2019a). As 
mentioned in section 1 of this study, this method has not been used 
extensively because of its complexity (laboratory studies: Meyer et al., 
2010; Scheer et al., 2016; Lewicka-Szczebak et al., 2017; Lewick-
a-Szczebak and Well, 2020a; Kemmann et al., 2021; in situ studies: Well 
et al., 2019a; Buchen-Tschiskale et al., 2023). 

Finally, it is important to remember that R29 and R30 after incu-
bation are necessarily greater than their initial values, as shown in 
Annex 3 (Supporting Information). Therefore, any value of R29 or 
R30 after incubation lower than its initial value can only be noise from 
the IRMS and cannot give any realistic value. 

Similarly, it is also worth noting that (R29)0 and (R30)0 are sup-
posedly constant and equal to 7.35 × 10− 3 and 1.35 × 10− 5, respec-
tively. These values are easily found using a binomial distribution with a 
15N enrichment equal to natural abundance aa (~0.37%): 

R29(0) =
2 × 0.003663 × (1 − 0.003663)

(1 − 0.003663)2 = 7.35 × 10− 3 [10b]  

R30(0) =
0.0036632

(1 − 0.003663)2 = 1.35 × 10− 5 [10c] 

Fig. 7. Evolution of G29 (or G30) with a background of [N2] ranging from 78% to 1% with an increment of 1%, as calculated through simulation. Maximum is G29 =

78 when [N2] = 1%. Minimum is G29 = 1 when [N2] = 78%. 
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Fig. 8. Decision tree of the considerations for an ideal use and application of the 15NGF.  
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Thus, a good way to calibrate the IRMS is to perform tests on at-
mospheric samples and try to find these values as in Lewicka-Szczebak 
et al. (2013). Care must be taken for m/z = 30 as shown next. 

4.3. Interferences at m/z = 30 and gas-purification preparation unit 

If trace amounts of oxygen are present in the ion source of the IRMS, 
various species with m/z = 30 can be formed; such as (13C17O)+, 
(12C18O)+ or (14N16O)+ (Russow et al., 1996). It has been suggested that 
the removal of hindering gaseous species such as H2O, CO2, CO and N2O 
(the last one only when studying N2) would allow for a better sensitivity 
(Lewicka-Szczebak et al., 2013). Siegel et al. (1982) were the first ones 
to develop a gas-purification preparation unit for the use of the 15NGF. 
More recently, such systems were also developed and used by Lewick-
a-Szczebak et al. (2013), Yang et al. (2014) and Sgouridis et al. (2016). 

However, this usually does not solve entirely the problem as shown 
by the results in Table 2 from Lewicka-Szczebak et al. (2013); where R30 
from the atmosphere is approximately 10 times greater than the ex-
pected value. As explained in the same study, the magnitude of NO +

formed in the ion source of the IRMS depends on the quantity of injected 
N2. Thus, the authors applied a drift correction as a linear function of 
28N2. Russow et al. (1996) solved this problem more directly by using 
standards and a linear drift correction as: 

R30true = a× R30measured + b [11a] 

Excellent correlation was obtained (R2 = 1) and the coefficient a in 
their case was close to 1. This means that calculations based on ΔR30 
such as the ones from Mulvaney and Boast (1986) would still give a good 
result without correction. However, the equations based on the 
approach of Arah (1992) would lead to error given that R30 in the 
following equations would not have been corrected: 

am =
R29 + 2R30

2(1 + R29 + R30)
[11b]  

αm =
R30

1 + R29 + R30
[11c] 

Modern ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometers can separate 
14N16O from 30N2 (Yeung et al., 2017, 2019) but these instruments are 
not routinely available and current sample throughput is limited due to 
an analysis time of a few hours per sample. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that in the past, some authors have 
avoided the issue at m/z = 30 by isotopically equilibrating the mix of 
emitted and atmospheric N2 through high voltage arc, electrodeless 
discharge or microwave equilibration (Well et al., 1998). These tech-
niques have been of little use lately because it required two runs per 
sample and modern IRMS have a better sensitivity towards 30N2. 

5. Conclusion and future research 

The 15NGF method remains today, the most suitable technique for 
studying denitrification in situ in soil. However, its results can be biased 
by different factors as shown here, especially the non-homogeneous 
distribution of the label in the soil, the formation of hybrid molecules, 
the diffusion issues and the addition of substrate labelled tracer. The 
non-homogeneous distribution of the label and the diffusion issues tend 
to result in an underestimation of the true potential of denitrification. 
On the other hand, the potential stimulation of denitrification due to 
substrate addition and the eventual formation of hybrid molecules 
would tend to overestimate it. We demonstrate herein that a better 
precision in the measurement of denitrification can be obtained by:  

1) Ensuring the most homogeneous label application so that the soil 
denitrifying pool is as close as possible to isotopic equilibrium as 
originally presumed in the 15NGF method.  

2) Accounting for diffusion by allowing time after label application in 
order to reach near-steady-state profiles of gas concentration and 
diffusive fluxes; and using a simulation to calculate storage and 
subsoil fluxes. Alternatively, the use of a bottom-closed cylinder in 
the field can also be a viable option although it leads to soil and root 
system disturbances.  

3) Define a level of tracer addition that reduces and/or eliminate 
denitrification stimulation.  

4) Check if hybrid processes are occurring in the type of soil system 
studied. 

A preparation unit for gas purification is also very valuable but does 
not entirely solve the problems that occur at m/z = 30. A drift correction 
might still be needed. 

Furthermore, because the atmospheric N2 background is so high and 
denitrification can emit very small amounts of N2, sensitivity might still 
not be sufficient to quantify denitrification beyond peak events. The 
only experimental parameters one can modify to increase sensitivity are 
the time of incubation, the size of the headspace inside the incubation 
vessel, the amount of 15N label used (optimizing the 15N enrichment of 
the nitrate pool) and the level of N2 concentration in the atmospheric 
background. Increasing the time of incubation and decreasing the size of 
the headspace can both increase sensitivity but they will also cause 
further diffusion issues when using the 15NGF in situ. Labelling 50% of 
the soil denitrifying pool represents an ideal target to increase sensitivity 
towards R29. If no denitrification stimulation occurs at this level, this is 
a good way to increase sensitivity. The reduction of the N2 atmospheric 
background in situ can be challenging, given that it requires a tightly 
sealed incubation chamber system and that air can still circulate through 
soil pores. Nonetheless, this was achieved recently by Well et al. (2019a) 
using a sophisticated incubation and soil flushing system. However, this 
method is difficult to use at a wider scale and is not appropriated for 
intensive sampling campaigns. It is not necessary to get rid of all the 
native atmospheric N2, reducing it to a lower and known concentration 
(~<10%) can already increase sensitivity significantly. To help users in 
the successful application of the 15NGF, we have summarized our con-
clusions into a decision tree (see Fig. 8). 

It will need further work and innovation to further increase the 
sensitivity of the 15NGF and allow robust and reproducible measure-
ments of field denitrification in the future. 
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